CASE STUDY
RITA KACHHAP
STUDENT
PARAMVEER ALBERT EKKA SCHOOL

Much of what Monkey Sports does on the School Sports
Program is focused on using sporting activities as a means
to an end-for instance looking to instill certain sporting and
life skills within the children, as well as designing games
that boost their cognitive abilities. However, as the
curriculum is based around exercise, major benefit is that
the children get active and physically fit. This has been the
attraction for 14-year-old Rita Kachhap, a female student
from Paramveer Albert Ekka School, Namkum, Ranchi. Rita
Kachap dream of becoming a Nurse and the sports session
has helped her to gain confidence and enjoy her school
more.
She tells that before she could not talk to
boys in her class, but now she could easily
communicate and play with them and even
beat them. The session has helped her to gain
confidence. Before she used to only focus on
studies but now, she can play sports and is
having lot of fun.

SEEMA TABASSUM
CLASS TEACHER - STADARD 6
PARAMVEER ALBERT EKKA SCHOOL

Seema Tabassum who has been teaching at the
school for last 3 years tells that " Rita was very
shy girl and hesitated a lot to talk before. She
did not interact with boys. But because of
Monkey Sports Program, I could see a change in Rita’s behavior. She doesn’t hesitate
while playing and participate with full confidence. Rita can also talk very easily with
boys now.Ms. Seema also tells that Rita is from village and always wanted to leave
school and go back to her hometown. But now she wants to stay, study and play sports.
She is doing very well in sports, class and focusing on her studies also. She has
improved a lot from before."

IMPACT CONTINUED...
SASHIKANTI TOPO
AUNT OF RITA

Sashikanti Topo, a retired teacher, is the elder
mother of Rita. Ms. Topo tells that " I brought Rita
from her village. Rita has improved in her
studies after joining Paramveer Albert Ekka
School. She is very interested in playing sports
and after Monkey sports have started conducting
sports session, she keeps informing us what is
happening at the school.
Ms. Topo also tells that Rita has become very
active and now wants to go to school every day.
She plays sports and is active in all events. Sports
has brought lot of positive changes in her. Ms.
Topo thanks school and teachers for that.

Mr. Shekhar Jha is the Principal of school at
Paramveer Albert Ekka School. He tells that
he had always wished to grow sports and
sports field in the school as they have lot of
space. Last year, he got to learn about
Monkey Sports. He called the director of
Monkey Sports Mr. Kushal Agarwal and
requested him to conduct the program in
his school. Now he is very happy with his
decision as he can see lot of positive
changes in the school. A culture of sports
developed and the attendance of children
increased in the school.

SHEKHAR JHA
PRINCIPAL
PARAMVEER ALBERT EKKA SCHOOL

The culture of sports also helped to increase co-operation and discipline among
children.Mr. Jha says that "We did not have any sports teacher before. Monkey Sports
coaches conduct sports session in very well manner and also worked on children's
behavioral changes. The session also helped in physical growth of children in the
school."

